Aim: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of demineralized human dentin matrix graft alone and when combined with statin and propolis on bone repair in bone defects in the tibia of rabbits histologically.

Materials and Methods
Fifteen adult male rabbits (weight 2 to 2.5 kg) were used in this study. In each rabbit four holes were created (two in each tibia), one was left empty as control, the second was packed with DDM slices, the third was packed with DDM slices saturated with statin and the last one was packed with DDM mixed with propolis. The animals were sacrificed at 2, 4 and 6 weeks postoperatively and the bone specimens were processed for histological analysis.

Results: There was a significant increase in the newly formed bone tissue in DHDM and DHDM/statin groups and the DHDM/statin group presented excellent organization of the formed bone.

Conclusion: The DHDM was biocompatible with the bone repair and stimulated bone tissue formation. Addition of statin markedly accelerated the bone repair while propolis caused delay in the early stages of repair.

INTRODUCTION
The three essential elements for tissue regeneration are a scaffold, cells and growth factors to act on these cells\(^2\). Demineralized human dentin matrix (DHDM) has got several advantages such as processing easiness, relatively low cost, biocompatibility and ability to stimulate angiogenesis and bone formation\(^1\). The delayed inductive properties of the calcified dentin and bone may be related to the inhibition of BMPs-release by hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystals\(^3\). Completely DDM induced bone formation in rabbit muscle at only 4 weeks, while calcified
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dentin needed 8-12 weeks after implantation\(^5\). Radiographic and histomorphometric studies of autogenous demineralized dentin matrix (ADDM) on repair of bony defects in parietal bones and mandibles of rabbits showed that the ADDM slices accelerated bone repair compared to the control groups and ADDM was completely incorporated in the newly formed bone tissue and resorbed during the bone remodeling process\(^7\,8\). The use of allogenic DDM resulted in heterotopic bone formation of allogenic DDM and no signs of inflammation or graft rejection occurred\(^9\). Human DDM was used as as xenograft and it had increased expression of vasoendothelial growth factor (VEGF) and accelerated the healing process in rats tooth sockets\(^2\).

Statins are cholesterol lowering drugs used for treatment of hyperlipidemia and arteriosclerosis. They are specific, competitive inhibitors of the 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase enzyme. \(^10\)-\(^13\). Lovastatin and simvastatin had stimulating effect on the BMP-2 promoter resulting in a strong positive effect on bone formation\(^14\). In addition, both simvastatin and pitavastatin increased human osteoblast differentiation respectively as measured by alkaline phosphatase expression and mineralization or expression of BMP-2 and osteocalcin\(^15\,16\). In addition to osteoblastic differentiation, statins may also inhibit bone resorption\(^17\). The stimulating effect of local simvastatin on bone formation was reported in rat claverial defects and incisal sockets\(^18\,19\).

Propolis has a complex composition and the proportions of the various materials found in the propolis are related to the place and time of collection. In general, raw propolis is composed of around 50% resins, 30% waxes, 10% essential oils, 5% pollen and 5% of various organic compounds. It has antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties\(^20\)-\(^22\). Systemic administration of propolis reduced the periodontitis-related alveolar bone loss in rats\(^23\). Another study on systemically given propolis on fracture healing revealed that, the bone mineral density was higher and the radiological and histological evaluation scores were better than the controls\(^24\). On the other hand, topical application of propolis hydroalcoholic solution accelerated wound healing with no effect on socket healing\(^25\).

Bone repair has several histological patterns including: endochondral bone repair occurs in an environment of interfragmentary space and mobility, primary bone repair occurs in an environment of no interfragmentary space and rigid stability and direct bone repair without a cartilage phase occurs in an environment of interfragmentary space > 0.1 mm with rigid stability\(^26\).

Some studies about the effect of DHDM on bone repair were conducted but few if any were available about the effects of DHDM when used with statins and propolis, so these effects had been investigated in this study. The aim of the present study was directed to evaluate the effect of demineralized human dentin matrix graft alone and when combined with statin and propolis on bone repair in bone defects in the tibia of rabbits histologically.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

1- DHDM preparation

DHDM was obtained from human teeth without carious lesion or other pathology. The roots were cut and cleaned from dental pulp and periodontal ligament\(^2\). Teeth roots were washed with saline at 2°C and then immersed in the 0.6N-hydrochloric acid solution at 2°C until complete demineralization (from 15-30 days). The specimens were then washed with distilled water for total acid removal and then cut into slices with frozen microtomy (Cryostat). These slices were immersed in a box filled with ethyl alcohol 70° ethyl alcohol and stored at 2°C until use within one month\(^3\).

2- Statin

Statin solution was obtained by dissolving 10 mg simvastatin (Zocor® tablet, MERCK & CO,
Inc, NJ, USA) in water for injection to the concentration of 2.5 mg/ml. The grafts were prepared 15 minutes before grafting by immersing DDM slices in statin solution.

3-Propolis

Propolis was obtained in liquid form (AL- Asal AL Barey CO, Kingdom Suadi Arabia). One drop was mixed with DDM graft and another one was added over the surface of the defect after graft insertion.

4-Animal Model

Fifteen adult male rabbits (weight 2 to 2.5 kg) were used in this study. They were caged individually in a specially designed wire cages and were fed standard rabbit chows plus water ad-libitum.

5-Surgical experimental design procedure

The surgical procedures were done after intramuscular administration of anaesthetic solution of ketamine (50 mg/kg) and Xylazin (20 mg/kg). Prior to surgery, the skin was shaved and next cleaned with a mixture of iodine and 70% ethanol. The upper part of the tibia was exposed by making a 5 cm linear incision through the skin, fascia and periosteum in the medial surface of the tibia. Sterile round burs no. 4 were used to create two holes in each tibia, under sufficient coolant, by means of turbine powered hand piece. In the left tibia, two holes were drilled; one was left empty and used as control, while the DDM slices were packed in the other. In the right tibia, two holes were drilled; one was packed with DDM slices saturated with statin and the other was packed with DDM mixed with propolis. Five animals were sacrificed at 2, 4 and 6 weeks postoperatively. The bone segments containing the created defects were removed and the specimens were divided in control, DDM, DDM/statin and DDM/propolis groups. Specimens were fixed in 10% calcium formol, decalcified in EDTA and processed for H&E stain for histological analysis.

RESULTS

After 2 weeks, the holes of control group appeared covered with bony cap formed of irregular newly formed bone trabeculae and the bone defect was filled by connective tissue and some bone trabeculae while the holes grafted with DDM alone demonstrated more pronounced bone formation through the whole defect in addition to the formation of new bone on the periosteal and endosteal surfaces of adjacent old pre-existing bone. Bone matrix appeared deposited on the surface of DDM and in its surrounding fibrous tissue. The DDM and statin group demonstrated pronounced bone formation where the new bone trabeculae were thicker than those in the DDM group. The holes of DDM and propolis appeared closed by fibrous tissue enclosing the DDM slices and the deposition of new bone trabeculae was seen in the deep part adjacent to bone marrow and close to the old pre-existing bone. (Fig. 1)

After 4 weeks, the control holes appeared covered with thick bony cap containing several new osteons surrounded by marked spaces and the DDM holes appeared filled by new bone containing typical compacted osteons with few wide spaces in the middle part. The DDM/statin holes were filled with well organized bone and active bone remodeling was observed while the holes grafted with DDM and propolis were filled by disorganized new bone containing numerous islands of woven bone. (Fig. 2)

After 6 weeks all the holes were filled with bone which appeared not organized in the control group, well organized with clear remodeling in DDM group, similar to normal bone in DDM/statin group and in DDM/propolis the cortical bone showed multiple variable sized and shaped marrow cavities and was covered by thick periosteum.
Fig. (1) Photomicrographs at 2 weeks of a) the control group, b) the DDM group, c) the DDM/statin group and d) the DDM/propolis group showing: new bone trabeculae in control (blue arrows), DDM slices surrounded by fibrous tissue in DDM group (green arrow) and new bone trabeculae (asterisk) on the surface of DDM (DDM) in DDM/statin & DDM/propolis groups. (H&E Orig. Mag. X100)

Fig. (2) Photomicrographs at 4 weeks of a) the control group, b) the DDM group, c) the DDM/statin group and d) the DDM/propolis group (H&E Orig. Mag. X40)
DISCUSSION

Rabbit is one of the most commonly used animal models, and it ranks first among all the animals used for musculoskeletal research\(^{(27)}\). It was reported that there was similarity in bone mineral density between rabbits and human\(^{(28)}\). In the present study, DHDM was used as xenograft in bone defects of rabbits and showed proper biocompatibility appeared in the incorporation of the DHDM graft to the newly formed bone tissue with negligible host immune reaction. This was in accordance with several previous studies which used DHDM as xenograft or allograft for bone reconstruction in oral surgery and bone defects with high success rate, despite the antigenic potentiality of this type of graft\(^{(2,29,30)}\).

The source of repair cells following a fracture or osteotomy of bone can be from the inner osteogenic layer of the periosteum, the osteoprogenitor cells associated with the blood vessels of the Haversian systems of exposed bone, the endosteal cells (endosteum) lining the inner cortex, the undifferentiated mesenchymal cells of the bone marrow, and (according to some) the “soft tissue” undifferentiated cells of the surrounding muscle and connective tissue based on their ability to differentiate as needed\(^{(26)}\). DDM samples at 2 weeks showed a common finding which was the encapsulation of DDM slices by fibrous tissue forming some plaques and bone matrix was deposited on the surface of the DDM slices and in their surrounding fibrous tissue. These observations was running with previous studies which described intense attraction of the demineralized dentin for fibroblasts and within 24 hours fibroblasts surrounded the graft and fused with its surface\(^{(4,31)}\). According to these studies, there was induction of alkaline phosphatase not only in the enveloping fibroblasts but also, in their neighbors at some distance from the transplant so they thought that DDM had transformed fibroblasts into osteoblasts which laid down bone matrix. At 2 weeks DDM group showed pronounced new bone formation through the whole and also bone was formed on the periosteal and the endosteal surfaces of the adja-
The results obtained from the current study proved the positive effect of DHDM on bone repair and the combination of statin with DHDM resulted in synergistic effect that greatly promoted bone healing. On the other hand, topical application of propolis with DHDM resulted in marked delay in bone repair in the initial stage.
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